Design & Development:
With the exciting release of the new Jeep Wrangler JL, the ARB engineering and development team have been working hard behind the scenes to design an array of new accessories.

With seating for five and traditional rugged performance, the Jeep Wrangler JL Unlimited is a capable vehicle on and off road. It gives owners plenty to smile about, but throws up some challenges when considering storage. In order to make the most of the JL's cargo area and maximize storage and flexibility of use, a roller drawer module is now available.

The RDRF790 incorporates a single drawer and an integrated roller floor top. The design allows for plenty of accessible and secure storage in the drawer. Due to the limited length of the factory cargo area, it is not possible to fit a fridge in the normal front/rear orientation. To overcome this limitation, the RDRF790 drawer is designed with an integrated roller floor top which slides out as a separate platform. Although a tight fit, a 50qt ARB Fridge Freezer can be oriented left to right across the roller floor top and rolled rearwards for easy access.

Providing a professional and OEM-like finish, the JL4DFKIK side floor and install kit completes the install with precision cut, matching-carpeted pieces which create compartments with removable lids on each side of your drawers.
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RDRF790 Drawer Module Features:

Outback Solutions Modular Roller Drawers have unique and practical features incorporated into their design to ensure high quality, maximum functionality, and ease of use.

- **Anti Roll-Back System:**
  The RDRF790 incorporates mechanisms on both the roller drawer and the roller floor that lock them in the open position preventing unintentional closing when the vehicle is on uneven ground. The mechanisms are disengaged automatically when closing.

- **Anti Rattle:**
  Locking mechanisms on the roller drawer and roller floor minimizes movement while closed. Retaining the drawer and roller floor in this way reduces rattle and wear and tear while driving.

- **Purpose-Folded Stainless-Steel Runners:**
  The roller drawer and roller floor bearings run on purpose folded stainless steel runners. Stainless steel offers the best surface for bearings resulting in smooth, quiet operation. Galvanized bearing runners are not used because the galvanized coating transfers onto the bearings creating rough operation and an opportunity for corrosion. Tool-chest style telescopic runners are not used because of the play and movement they allow. This constant movement while driving accelerates wear and deterioration.

- **UV Stable Commercial Carpet:**
  Exterior surfaces are finished in hard-wearing commercial carpet and interior surfaces are trimmed in automotive trunk carpet. Both materials resist abrasion and conceal dirt in tough off-road conditions.

- **Robust Finishes:**
  Aluminum and ruggedized plastics are used to mirror the tough nature of the Wrangler JL.

- **Slam Shut Latches:**
  Slam shut/pull-open handles make opening and closing both the roller drawer and the roller floor effortless, even with hands full of gear. The roller drawer handle is key lockable and the roller floor has a mechanical lock under the top behind the handle. The roller floor can be locked before closing and key locking the drawer to provide good security.

### RDRF790 Drawer Module Specifications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>28.7” (729mm) Wide X 25.7” (653mm) Long X 8.6” (219mm) Deep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drawer Internal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawer Extension Travel</td>
<td>15.75” (400mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roller Floor Extension Travel</td>
<td>15.87” (403mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>106 lbs. (48 kg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Side Floor Kit:

The side floor kit is specifically designed for fitment with the RDRF790 drawer module and fills in the area between the outer edge of the drawer and the side of the rear cargo area. The side floor kit completes the floor and provides a larger flat top surface while maintaining access to the wheel arch storage areas. Each side floor kit contains both left-and right-hand side floors.

JL side floors include stainless steel locking tabs to locate and retain the removable floor. Removal is via a simple latch located at the rear edge of the side floors. The combination of stainless steel tabs and a simple straight forward latch yields an easy-to-use and secure storage area.

Note: Not suitable for models with an OE sub woofer.